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Introduction 

The hulking figure in a three-piece striped business 
loin-cloth did not look up from the computer screen 
in front of him when he growled, “Have you 
completed The Gift?” 

The puny god standing before him in the Versace 
toga and bull horn cap didn’t flinch, even when the 
sound from the various computer screens strewn 
about the otherwise cozy wood-panelled room 
intensified to a hissing, babbling roar. “I have started 
writing it, All-programmer,” he replied.  

“Whaddya got?” the leader of the digital gods 
asked, his plump fingers continuing their fierce 
pounding of Astragor, his specially reinforced 
computer keyboard. 

“I thought an interactive story would be 
appropriate,” Ganglion explained, “to tell a tale that 
connected all world religions to the one true digital 
religion. It would be a celebration of Easter, 
Passover, Schmeckler’s Farrago, satyr’s delight, The 
Ultimate Feast of the Great Flying Spaghetti Monster, 
the –” 

Arrundel snorted out of his good nostril. “Yes, yes. 
And, what progress have you made?” 

“I have written content for 237 nodes connected by 
1,017 links.” 

“It is ready to share with the mortals, then?” 
“Ahh, actually, I am only about halfway through the 

introduction.” 
“How long will it take to complete?” 
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“An epic of this scale cannot be rushed by arbitrary 
deadli –” 

Arrundel cut Ganglion off. “Why is it that 
whenever I ask one of my fellow gods to tell one of 
our tales for the edification and delight of mortals, 
they always squack squack squack about deadlines?” 
he squacked. 

Ganglion’s small spine stiffened. “Err, well, I 
cannot speak for the other gods. I can only –” 

“HOW LONG?” 
“Ahh…237 years. You know, give or take…” 
“That is unacceptable,” Arrundel stated. 

“Shanneaver Sunday is in three days.” 
“And, yet…” 
Arrundel sighed. He had thought that the god of 

digital religion would have leapt at the chance to do 
something other than inspire religious flame wars on 
discussion boards; he hadn’t realized just how eagerly 
Ganglion would tackle the project. Why is nothing 
ever straightforward with gods?  he wondered. 
“Alright,” Arrundel finally said. “Write your epic.” 

“Yay!” 
Stifling a wince, Arrundel continued, “But write me 

a fable. A nice, instructive, short fable. Have it in my 
inbox in two days so we can release it before 
Shanneaver Sunday.” 

“A fable? But –” 
“By the Mighty Mace of Micromanagement, I will 

have my Gift!” 
And the All-programmer always gets what he 

wants. 
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He Who Dies With the Most 
Friends Isn’t Immortal 

Listen. 
When you’re a Trickster God, you don’t wake up 

every morning or afternoon or evening or time out of 
mind and think, Today I’m going to do something 
incredibly foolish, probably involving losing a limb 
or even more precious part of my anatomy, just so my 
misadventure can help teach human beings a lesson 
about the importance of good hygiene or being nice 
to each other or not pissing off a mother bear 
protecting her cubs! No. Trickster Gods take their 
own lives as seriously as any of the other Gods in a 
pantheon. They cannot help it if their needs (always 
understandable, usually quite relatable) cause them to 
do things that make them the subject of ridicule. 

Somebody has to. 
ePik Flayel was not thinking about this subject. He 

was sitting in the master computer room of his 
ramshackle hut (made of the flimsiest ramshackle 
available), staring at the largest of the seventeen 
screens in the room. Although it looked, from the 
outside, like it could barely contain two human 
beings (or three goats or four medium sized piles of 
books to be read or twenty-seven and three quarters 
toaster ovens), it was actually a mansion that was so 
vast that ePik Flayel himself had never seen all of the 
rooms. I know what you’re thinking, but you’re 
wrong: Tricksters invented dimensional 
transcendence! 
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While waiting for his Facebook page to load, ePik 
Flayel wondered if the android Buddha dreamed he 
was an electric sheep, or if the electric sheep dreamed 
he was an android Buddha. He found the philosophies 
of other religions almost as confusing as those of his 
own. He was about to come to the conclusion that 
Philip K. Dick wasn’t much of a prophet when his 
page finally came up. 

ePik Flayel discovered that he had 1,237,367,002 
Facebook friends. Alright! That was 1,476 more than 
he had had the night before. When he checked 
Arrundel’s Facebook page, he found that the All-
programmer had 1,237,367,002 friends as well. Fair 
enough – the All-programmer was the leader of the 
Digital Gods. But, then ePik Flayel was disappointed 
to discover that Linda and Hotjax also had 
1,237,367,002 Facebook friends. Yes, they were the 
twin Gods of digital desire (wink wink, nudge nudge) 
and everybody loved them, but – alright. ePik Flayel 
loved them, too, so he couldn’t argue with that result, 
either. However, he was mortified to find that even 
Farffanickle had 1,237,367,002 Facebook friends. 
Farffanickle, the God of the Recycling Bin! Eww! 

Surely, a God as handsome (in a certain light), 
brilliant (at teaching children lessons, even if they 
were inadvertent) and loved (by his mirror) deserved 
to have more friends than the other Gods, ePik Flayel 
fumed. I must do something about this! 
Unfortunately, he had already tried everything he 
could think of, and nothing had worked. And he had 
to apologize to all of the chefs in France for the 
vanilla spaghetti sauce debacle. 

No, ePik Flayel realized that if he was to gain more 
followers than the other Digital Gods, he would have 
to ask one of them for their help. Tricky. Linda still 
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hadn’t forgiven him for the vanilla spaghetti sauce 
debacle, and Hotjax wouldn’t do anything without 
her. Arrundel would never forgive him for everything 
that he had ever done – why is it that the God whose 
disposition would be the most improved if he had a 
little bit of rot eat away at his memory was the one 
God for whom it could never happen? 
XerXemanXander, the childlike God of portable 
devices, was still mad at ePik Flayel for convincing 
him that a cellphone’s clock was actually a game; 
given his short attention span, he would probably 
have moved on by tomorrow, but ePik Flayel wanted 
help today. 

The red-headed God opened an Instant Messaging 
box on one of the seventeen computers in his den. He 
started a conversation with the first name that popped 
up. 
@flayel physisus, old friend! how are you today? 

@phisysus Oh, you know, ePik Flayel. Part of me 
wants to sing praises to the sun, another part 
of me wants to shout curses at the rain. 

@flayel it’s the middle of a cloudless night 

@phisysus But, it’s important to know one’s 
options, ePik Flayel. Unless, of course, it 
doesn’t matter at all. 

 

ePik Flayel remembered that this was how 
Phisysus, the two-headed God of digital choice, 
always spoke. Suddenly, he regretted his choice. But, 
here they were. Gritting his teeth, ePik Flayel 
explained that he wanted to raise his profile among 
potential human followers. 
@flayel what do you think i should do? 

@phisysus You could build a Web site to show the 
humans how powerful you are… 
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@flayel yes. yes, a web site. that could be good 

@phisysus Or, you could start a blog to interact 
with the humans and show them how much like them 
you are. 

@flayel yes. a blog. right. which do you think 
would be more effective? 

@phisysus A Web site can be kind of static. On 
the other hand, a blog can be a time suck. 

@flayel okay, so which do you think I should do? 

@phisysus That depends on a lot of factors. 
Let’s consider the pros and cons of each choice… 

 

In frustration, ePik Flayel went to have some 
dinner. He found the boar surprise quite tasty, if 
somewhat messy (the surprise was that, after three 
bites, the boar exploded – it’s amazing what you can 
wash down with the right wine! – ePik Flayel hoped 
the vacuubot’s head didn’t explode when it tried to 
clean up that disaster!). By the time he returned a 
couple of hours later, Phisysus was just finishing. 
@phisysus Of course, Web sites and blogs have 
both been overtaken by social media, like 
Twitter and Facebook. Would you like me to 
outline the pros and cons of them for you? 

@flayel NO! no. thank you. you have already 
given me a lot to consider. 

@phisysus Glad I could help, my friend. 

 

I didn’t say you had, ePik Flayel thought, but 
decided not to say. And, perhaps he had actually 
helped: Phisysus’ disquisition did make ePik Flayel 
think that a new Web site would help his cause. That 
being the case, there was only one person to turn to. 
Scrolling through the list of Digital Gods who were 
online (which, as usual, was all of them), he found 
the Goddess of design. 
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@flayel gigi, my favourite goddess in all of 
digitaleusia! 

@gigi I’m really busy, Pik. 

@flayel wacha doin? 

@gigi I’ve got several thousand Web site designs 
to inspire. 

@flayel room for one more? 

@gigi Aww, Pik, no. 

@flayel oh, come on come on come on come on! I 
really need to update my online image! 

@flayel gigi? 

@flayel GIGI? 

@flayel please please please please please 
please please! 

@gigi Fine. 

@flayel thank you thank you thank you thank you 

@gigi But, if I do this for you, we do it my 
way, right? 

@flayel riiiiight 

@gigi No animated gifs. 

@flayel one animated gif. 

@gigi Animated gifs are so 90s! 

@flayel but they get people’s attention! one 
animated gif!!!!!! 

@gigi Sigh. Alright – one animated gif. 

@flayel per page 

@gigi Every five pages. 

@flayel you drive a hard bargain okay 

@gigi No flashing text. 

@flayel but but but but flashing text attracts 
the eye! 

@gigi Flashing text causes small children and 
the elderly to have seizures. 
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@flayel i demand flashing text!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

@gigi Fine. Design your own Web site. 

@flayel urk! k. fine. no flashing text. when can 
u have it done? 

@gigi It’s done. I told you I had thousands of 
designs to inspire – for me, that’s a slow day… 

 

Gigi sent ePik Flayel the URL to the Web site she 
had built for him. It was…beautiful. He laughed. He 
cried. He wanted to make love to himself. There 
weren’t enough animated gifs for his taste, but ePik 
Flayel dared the world not to make him the most 
popular God in the digital pantheon after he saw this. 

The world was all too happy to respond. 
1,237,367,028…1,237,367,117…1,237,368,063 – 
ePik Flayel watched with glee as the number of his 
Facebook friends increased. When the number settled 
in at 1,237,373,956, ePik Flayel looked at the pages 
of some of his fellow Gods. 1,237,373,956! 
1,237,373,956! 1,237,373,956! 1,23 – by the Itchy 
eyeball of the annoyed All-programmer Arrundel, 
nothing had changed!  

Angry at this turn of events, ePik Flayel opened a 
channel of communication with the God of online 
Aggression, BuzzKejl. 
@flayel hey, buzz. how’s it 

@BuzzKejl WHAT DO YOU WANT, FLAYEL? 

 

For reasons he had never fully understood, 
BuzzKejl was the only God who could interrupt you 
before you completed and sent an instant message. 
Rage gave one unique powers, he supposed. ePik 
Flayel decided to keep his communications brief. 
@flayel need a favour 
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@BuzzKejl WHY SHOULD I DO ANYTHING FOR YOU? 

@flayel umm…it wuld reflect your glory? 

@BuzzKejl MY GLORY? 

@flayel exactly 

@BuzzKejl MMMM – I LIKE THE SOUND OF THAT. WHO 
DO I HAVE TO FLAME? 

@flayel no, no, it’s nothing like that. i just 
want to borrow some video footage of you in 
battle. 

@BuzzKejl VIDEO FOOTAGE? 

@flayel to make a montage of you to put on 
YouTube. 

@BuzzKejl A MONTAGE? 

 

ePik Flayel held back from hitting himself in the 
forehead with his palm in frustration; he had 
forgotten how thick BuzzKejl could be. 
Unfortunately, he couldn’t be sure if the God was 
capable of somehow sensing the violent act, so his 
forehead remained unassaulted. 
@flayel for your glory 

@BuzzKejl YES. GOOD. MY GLORY. HOW MUCH FOOTAGE 
DO YOU NEED? 

 

Once he had collected the footage from BuzzKejl, 
ePik Flayel edited it into a three minute montage of 
mayhem. To complete the video, he used a 
programme borrowed from (the “j” is silent) Kodjak, 
the God of the image to replace BuzzKejl’s face with 
his own. Once he was certain that the video made him 
look like a heroic, not at all silly God, ePik Flayel 
posted it to YouTube.  

Once again, the number of his Facebook friends 
rose. And, once again, the number of friends that the 
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other Digital Gods had rose in lockstep with his. 
Suddenly, the trick he had played on BuzzKejl didn’t 
seem to be worth the grief the God would give ePik 
Flayel when he discovered it.  

In desperation, having exhausted the very short 
number of Gods who weren’t currently mad at him, 
ePik Flayel decided to turn to Farffanickle, the God 
of the Recycling Bin (hey – it’s a dirty job, but 
somebody has to do it; at least at feasts he sits as far 
away from the All-progammer as the geometry of the 
Great Hall allows).  
@flayel heeeeeeey, farff, how’s it going? 

@farff I’m knee deep in garbage, thanks for 
asking. 

@flayel yeah. too bad. i always thought you were 
destined for greater things 

@farff Naah. Mucking about in the world’s 
castoffs is about all I’m good for, really. The 
job does have its benefits, though. 

 

ePik Flayel considering asking what those might be, 
then thought better of it. 
@flayel soooooo, the reason I’m in touch is 
because I have a favour to ask of you. 

@farff A favour? You want me to do you a favour? 

@flayel should i not be asking you for a favour? 

@farff Nobody ever asks Farffanickle for a 
favour! My goodness, but I will have to enter 
this event in my datebook! Somebody is actually 
asking me – ME! – for a favour! 

@flayel umm, yes, well, do you want to know what 
the favour is? 

@farff Oh, yes, please. Very much so, ePik 
Flayel. What is the favour that you would ask of 
me? 
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Silly ePik Flayel! 
@flayel oh, uhh, hold that thought 

@farff But, but, what about the favour?  

@flayel let me get back to you on that 

 

ePik Flayel was going to ask Farffanickle to help 
him find negative tweets people had posted about him 
and help him remove them from Twitter. However, 
when the omniscient storyteller starts to call him 
names, he knows that the fable must be near its 
conclusion, so he pays it attention. 

“Silly, is it?” ePik Flayel grumbled. “What 
happened to foolish?” 

Variety and all that. 
“Why do all my stories end with a moral lesson 

from the omniscient storyteller?” ePik Flayel asked. 
That’s not really the issue here. 
“It is for me,” ePik Flayel complained. “None of the 

stories of the other Gods ends with a moral. Arrundel 
wouldn’t stand for it – he would erase you from the 
memory banks of the world. BuzzKejl would hunt 
you down and destroy your reputation online. 
DajKoldstein would –” 

Is that really the question you want answered? 
“No,” ePik Flayel despaired. “Why can’t I get more 

Facebook friends than the other Gods?”  
Believing in a pantheon of Gods is a package deal, 

ePik Flayel – if you believe in one, you pretty much 
believe in them all. You can’t choose to believe in 
Odin and not believe in Thor – the system just 
doesn’t work that way. As soon as you friend one, the 
friending of the others is automatic. 

“Is there no lag between the time somebody friends 
me and the time they are signed up for the other 
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Gods?” 
Welllllll, sure, there is a lag – 
“How long is the lag?” 
It’s a very short lag. 
“But, how long is it?” 
Really short. Really, really short. 
“How long?” 
Three seventeenths of a nanosecond. 
“YEEEEESSSSS!” ePik Flayel exulted. “I was 

more popular than the other Gods for three 
seventeenths of a nanosecond!” 

With people you will never meet and never get to 
know. 

“I’m okay with that.” 
Do you really think it’s possible to know over a 

billion people? 
“It doesn’t matter.” 
Do you not know what friends truly are? 
“One of us is unclear on the concept here, and, for 

once, I don’t think it’s me.” 
Your true friends are the ones who stand by you. 

Remind you of anybody?  
ePik Flayel didn’t hesitate. “No.”  
Think hard.  
“Uhh…nope.” 
People who were there for you when you needed 

them? 
“Not ringing any bells. Sorry.” 
People who did you favours when you asked them 

to because they cared about you? 
“I’m sorry.” 
You’re a hard case, you know that? 
ePik Flayel considered this for a few seconds. Then, 

he responded: “But, seriously, why do all my stories 
end with a moral lesson?”  
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Be thankful you didn’t lose a limb or even more 
precious part of your anatomy.  

“Hmmm…” ePik Flayel couldn’t argue with the 
logic of that statement. And the more he thought 
about it, the more ePik Flayel thought that it hadn’t 
been a bad day, after all. Not a bad day at all… 
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Contest. In another life (but still 
within this incarnation) Ira has a 
Masters degree in Media 
Studies from The New School 
for Social Research which was 
conducted entirely online. He 
also has a PhD in 
Communications from McGill 
University. Ira taught New 
Media part-time at Ryerson 
University for five years 

Whoever created the Karmic 
wheel has a lot to answer for... 
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! e option of a basket of digital chocolate being both unappealing 
and technologically hampered, Arrundel, the leader of the digital 
gods, wanted a tale for the edifi cation and delight of mortals to be 
made available as a gift for Shanneaver Sunday. Of course, nothing is 
ever so straightforward in Digitaleusia. 

! e epic proposed by fellow god Ganglion would “tell a tale that 
connected all world religions to the one true digital religion. It would 
be a celebration of Easter, Passover, Schmeckler’s Farrago, satyr’s 
delight, ! e Ultimate Feast of the Great Flying Spaghetti Monster, 
the –”

But Arrundel wasn’t prepared to wait, “Write me a fable,” Arrundel 
had demanded. “A nice, instructive, short fable.”

So, just in time for Shanneaver Sunday, we are delighted to bring 
you that fable as a free gift, starring none other than ePik Flayel, 
the Trickster god. If you’ve read You Can’t Kill the Multiverse* by Ira 
Nayman you will already have met Flayel. 

If you haven’t read You Can’t Kill the Multiverse* by Ira Nayman 
you should be ashamed of yourself for letting the funniest author in 
all the multiverse pass you by (although, in all fairness, he probably 
passed you by on the other side of the street while you were looking 
the other way distracted by a shiny book from one of those lesser 
authors with whom you’ve been wasting valuable reading time lately). 
Now, though, you have the opportunity to sneak into Ira’s world and 
have a look around.

Happy Schmeckler’s Farrago.

*But You Can Mess With its Head
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